Designed for use with 48” or 52” deep aboveground pools
Easy to install
Allows elderly and young people to step into the pool instead of climbing a ladder
Two plastic handrails allow for easy entry into pool
Mounts to any decking surface with mounting brackets
Slats on side of step allow water to flow with less restriction, which will decrease the chance of algae growth behind step

- Fits decks up to 60”
- Step dimensions: 10” x 27”

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY
380 Lbs.
EASY STEP ENTRY SYSTEM NE 138

For use with 48” or 52’ aboveground pools
All resin construction eliminates chance of corrosion
Bridge system includes two steps with handrails which make for easy access to the pool
Includes gate with latch and lock to limit access to pool site when pool is not in use
Slats on side of step allow water to flow with less restriction, which will decrease the chance of algae growth behind step

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY
380 Lbs.

NOT SHOWN
• Each step is 10” x 27”
• Crossover is 11.5” wide
• Riser between steps = 10”
Perfect set-up for entry into aboveground pools with no deck

Unlike standard A-frame ladders, the outside ladder is combined with an in-pool step making it easier to step into the pool

Adjustable for use with 48” to 54” pools

Outside ladder swings up when pool is not in use to limit access to the pool

Max width of step = 32.5”
Width of steps on ladder = 18”

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY
300 Lbs.